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A new threat to US nuclear missile and space warfare warning systems
Grady Means (Opinion contributor) - The Hill

Associated Press/Alex Brandon

President Biden recently outlined his economic strategy, highlighting his commitment
to "Made in America." Oddly, at exactly the same moment, the State and Defense
Departments were endangering U.S. security by preparing to spend up to $4 billion to
outsource part of America's nuclear and space attack warning systems to foreign
sources - American companies are not even allowed to bid.

In short, providing jobs, on a critical national security program, to foreign countries,
with U.S. taxpayer money. It raises so many questions about whether this White
House knows what its State and Defense Departments are doing.

After the 9/11 attacks, a U.S. commission determined that poor communication, lack
of cooperation, poor judgment and rivalry among American law enforcement,
intelligence, defense and national security agencies led to lack of preparedness that
possibly could have prevented the attack.

Now there is a similar, emerging situation of bad judgment, confusion and
miscommunication among federal agencies - where the stakes may be much higher.

It revolves around the Thule Air Force Base in northwest Greenland. It is America's
northernmost base, with closest proximity to the Arctic and Russia, and one our most
important strategic assets. Its mission is central to our early warning and response to
strategic nuclear attacks from Russia and, potentially, China and North Korea. It is
on the flight path of one of the most likely routes of nuclear attack on Canada and the
U.S. from any of these enemies.

This is all in today's context of all three countries advertising growing nuclear
arsenals and their improved delivery capability with hypersonic missiles,
growing space capabilities, and other systems they claim can't be defended against.
Last week, Russia announced nuclear force drills in preparation for Ukraine conflict.

https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/911/report/index.htm
https://militarybases.com/overseas/greenland/thule/
https://fas.org/issues/nuclear-weapons/status-world-nuclear-forces/
https://fas.org/issues/nuclear-weapons/status-world-nuclear-forces/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-10-27/hypersonic-weapons-who-has-them-and-why-it-matters-quicktake
https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2021/7/2/chinas-ambitious-space-programs-raise-red-flags


The principal players in this drama are the U.S. Defense and State departments, and
the governments of Greenland and Denmark (Greenland is a self-governing part of
Denmark).

Since the 1940s, Greenland has supplied the land for Thule Air Force Base to the
United States, rent free. Over nearly 80 years, the U.S. has systematically upgraded
the base so that it is now home to NORAD warning systems, Space Force, and
strategic response to protect the U.S. and Canada.

For the past five years, a major U.S. government contractor has managed a contract
for base maintenance through its wholly-owned Danish subsidiary. Although
diplomatic and American bureaucratic discussions have become oblique, the key
issues are money and U.S. national security.

North Korea Threatens to ‘Shake the World by Firing a Missile at the U.S. Mainland’
From an economic perspective, Greenland and Denmark want to be paid fairly for the
use of the land on which the base is located.

Clearly, the government of Greenland would expect to be compensated to support its
economic development and jobs for Greenlanders. As the governing of the country
has become local and indigenous in recent years, these feelings have grown stronger.

Similarly, Denmark would expect compensation for the use of its territory.

In the U.S., the bureaucratic questions have become: "Which agency should pay, how
much, and to whom?" The Defense Department clearly uses the base and would be
expected to cover much of the cost of running the base.

But the Trump State Department negotiated with Denmark and Greenland to
re-compete the contract, seeing the issue through a diplomatic and foreign economic
development lens.

The Biden State Department is moving forward on that to outsource the current base
management contract as its vehicle for the payoff, upping the ante from the current
$500 million to a contract with a $4 billion ceiling, and denying U.S. companies or
their subsidiaries the ability to bid.

All of this is creating an obvious American national security issue of the highest order.
American control and management of maintenance of this critical defense base has
obvious security implications. In addition, during a serious confrontation with our
adversaries or an outright attack, the immediate American surge of base personnel
and support would be vastly complicated if base maintenance management were
controlled by foreign powers who have only a limited direct role and stake in the
conflict.

But that is exactly where this issue is headed. Following further State Department
negotiations, the Defense Department has announced that only wholly-owned Danish
companies can bid on the contract renewal.

https://www.norad.mil/
https://www.spaceforce.mil/
https://www.arctictoday.com/us-greenland-reach-agreement-on-thule-air-base-contract-long-a-source-of-dispute/


American companies and their Danish subsidiaries, even if they are the most efficient
and experienced, are not allowed to bid at all - and neither cost nor technical
capability, nor past performance, are central criteria in the award.

Compromise national security and defense, ignore "Buy American," and pay more
money? That seems to be contrary to the speeches Biden has given on U.S. economic
and national security strategies. It could become Afghanistan redux.

So, what to do? The answer is:
1) protect American national security;
2) pay the rent;
3) use American taxpayer money to Buy American.

In short, get the best and most secure American contractor to maintain Thule Air
Force Base, and then, separately, pay the Danish and Greenlanders a fair rent for the
base to support their economies and economic/political interests.

Yes, this might cost the Defense Department a little more (or maybe not), but it
supports reasonable policy choices for security and appropriate payment to our
foreign hosts.

To cut that corner is false economics and really dangerous national security policy.
The White House should stop this fiasco now.

Tesla Has Unearthed a New Golden Opportunity
Rob Lenihan - The Street

TheStreet

Tesla is not waiting for the fleet to come in.
The electric vehicle maker recently launched a website for companies that is
dedicated to the benefits of having a fleet full of Tesla.

https://www.tesla.com/fleet


"With low cost of ownership and zero emissions, owning a Tesla fleet benefits your
business, your drivers and the environment," the website states. "State and local
incentives for electric vehicles also help to reduce overall costs."

The website lists several company benefits of an electric fleet, including never paying
for gas again and low cost of ownership, no regularly required maintenance and
over-the-air software updates.

"Your drivers can plug in at the office, on the road or anywhere with electricity," the
website said. "Travel farther on a single charge and keep going with access to
30,000+ Supercharges along your route."

Telsa said "drivers can plug in along their route and recover up to 200 miles in just
15 minutes."

"With over-the-air software updates, every Tesla receives the latest features and
functionality—making your fleet better over time," Tesla said.

The Fleet Business
As far as community benefits, the website lists safer roads with a very low probability
of injury tested by National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, active safety
features autopilot and full self-driving.

Business fleet vehicles can be a lucrative source of income for an automaker.
The NAFA Fleet Management's Association said on its website that its members
control more than 4.2 million vehicles and manage assets in excess of $92 billion,
with vehicles traveling more than 84 billion miles annually.

Last October rental car giant Hertz placed an order for 100,000 Tesla Model 3 and
announced last week that it its investing in UFODrive, and electric vehicle self-hire
app.

Hertz said that it would convert more than 20% of its rental fleet to Tesla's electric
cars by the end of this year.



By launching this specific site, the group of Elon Musk hopes to attract other
companies at a time when environmental issues occupy an important place in
business circles.

Indeed, some major shareholders are increasingly asking the companies in which they
have a stake to make their carbon footprint and their commitments to reduce their
CO2 emissions public.

The environment, along with social issues and governance, form the new values on
which certain company managements are judged. Companies are also increasingly
being asked to assess the risks to their ESG-related activities.

Tesla no doubt also wants to position itself to capture part of the purchase of electric
vehicles by the Biden administration, which wants to convert the entire federal
automobile fleet to electric vehicles.

Tesla generated revenue of $17.7 billion in the fourth quarter, up 65% year-on-year.
Is Tesla Eyeing the Federal Fleet?

"We're gearing up to make all 600,000 federal government vehicles electric, bringing
more manufacturing jobs back to our country, and building supply chains here at
home. We're making 'buy American' a reality-not just a promise," President Biden
posted on Twitter on February 11.
https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1492240928328794116

To which Elon Musk replied: "Model 3 is literally the most made in America car in -
well of course - America."
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1494140253451563014

The Model 3 is Tesla's entry-level vehicle and has a base price of $40,690. The Austin,
Texas-based automaker also has three other models - Model S, Model X and Model Y
- but they're much more expensive.

Tesla, whose market capitalization is above $830 billion, has been in the news a lot in
recent weeks.

Tesla's Full Self Driving Beta, or FSD Beta, has garnered some negative press
recently as news organizations conducted tests that showed Teslas going through red
lights and making wrong terms.

CEO Elon Musk told analysts in January that full-self-driving feature will become
Tesla's first engine of growth.

The outspoken Musk recently stirred up more controversy when he accused the
Securities and Exchange Commission of leaking information to harm him.

In a letter addressed to the New York judge Alison Nathan by his lawyer, the richest
man in the world alleges that these leaks, which intervene within the framework of an
investigation by the federal agency on Tesla, are reprisals following recent criticisms
that he made against the SEC.

https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1492240928328794116
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1494140253451563014
https://www.thestreet.com/investing/can-self-driving-tesla-cars-stay-in-their-lanes
https://www.thestreet.com/investing/elon-musks-tesla-hits-the-breaks-on-its-new-big-thing
https://www.thestreet.com/technology/elon-musk-makes-a-serious-accusation-against-a-top-tesla-regulator
https://ecf.nysd.uscourts.gov/doc1/127130728275


Syria strike: Russia's role, why Israel must be cautious on Ukraine - analysis
SETH J. FRANTZMAN - The Jerusalem Post

REUTERS

Overnight between February 22 and 23, a missile strike was reported in Syria.
According to reports in foreign media, the strikes hit two areas near the Golan
Heights. The Alma Research and Education Center, which publishes expert analysis
on challenges in Israel’s North relating to Syria and Lebanon, put up a tweet about
the incident.

The center asks whether the type of missiles used overnight to strike at targets
of Hezbollah’s Southern Command were the same type used during a previous attack
on February 17, when elements of the Syrian Army 7th division were hit south of
Damascus.

This matters because back in January, reports said that Russia and Syria had
conducted a joint air patrol near the Golan. The Syrian regime reconquered areas
near the Golan in 2018 and largely defeated Syrian rebel units near Israel’s border
that year.

The area has remained restive, and Hezbollah and Iran have exploited this fact by
sending teams closer to the Golan. Russia plays a key role in southern Syria and this
makes for a complex environment.

Understanding the complexity of southern Syria and Israel’s concerns about Iranian
entrenchment is also key to understanding both Israel-Russia ties and also the
tensions in Ukraine.

This is because back in 2015 when Russia entered the Syrian war with increased
airpower sent to Syria, Israel’s then prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu went to
Russia to meet President Vladimir Putin that September.

https://www.jpost.com/tags/hezbollah


Reports at the time said Russia and Israel would coordinate military action in Syria.
A joint mechanism to prevent misunderstandings was set up, a kind of de-confliction
mechanism.

BUT THINGS have changed since 2015. In those days, the Syrian regime was weak
and looked like it might fall. Over time it was able to reconquer large parts of Syria
with Russian and Iranian backing.

But Moscow and Tehran have different agendas in Syria. Russia wants a stable
Syrian regime; Iran wants to exploit the regime's weakness to carve out areas for
Iranian bases and trafficking of weapons, much as it has done in Iraq, Lebanon and
Yemen.

The Jerusalem Post SYRIAN PRESIDENT Bashar Assad addresses members of his
country’s parliament in Damascus in August. (credit: SANA/REUTERS)

Iran wants the Assad regime in power, but prefers that it can use the countryside of
Syria to attack Israel and to run drugs and do other activities. The Islamic Republic
has moved drones to Syria to threaten Israel and the US, it has also tried to move air
defense systems and sent a Hezbollah drone team to an area near the Golan in
2019.
Other incidents have created controversy between Israel and Russia in Syria. In 2018,
Syrian air defense shot down a Russian plane over Latakia during an Israeli airstrike.
Israel made amends but tensions have continued.

In 2019, Russia made light of Israeli airstrikes in Syria and said Israel had flown over
Jordan to conduct strikes.

By 2021, mixed reports appeared about whether Russia might hamper Israel’s air
campaign in Syria. This campaign is often referred to as the “campaign between the
wars.”

Meanwhile, Iran is seeking to continue building its network in Syria, what is called
the “land bridge” to Lebanon from Iran via Iraq. In May 2021, Iran flew a drone



from Iraq over Syria into Israeli airspace. Hezbollah also recently said it flew a drone
into Israeli airspace.

Israel could set up a regional counter-drone partnership with other countries being
threatened by drones; US NAVCENT, the Naval part of Central Command, wants to
increase use of unmanned systems in the region. Taken together, what we know is that
Israel is close to its Gulf partners and the US, but that Syria is a huge issue for the
Jewish state.

THE OVERALL trend in Syria is unclear. Iran continues to threaten Israel. Airstrikes
reported in foreign media appear to show that Iran and Hezbollah are continuing to
build up dangerous sites in Syria that threaten the region. They also threaten US
forces at Tanf Garrison near the Jordan border.

Israel has to weigh all this in deciding how it responds to the Ukraine crisis. This is
because regarding big, global issues, Jerusalem would normally side with the US and
Western partners. But Israel must weigh Russia’s responses and what it means for
Syria policy.

Iran is already angling for a new nuclear deal and also for deals with Qatar. Turkey
has condemned Russia’s new statements on Ukraine, but Moscow has said it
understands Ankara's position. It is unclear if Russia would be less enthusiastic about
a similar statement from Israel.

Overall, the Ukraine issue is just one of many question marks about Israel-Russia ties.
Jerusalem also had to walk a thin line regarding US concerns about Israel-China ties
in the past.

This is because Israel’s overall position in the world is a country between East and
West, which matters as fortunes change in global affairs and global economies.

The immediate issue for Israel, however, is Iran’s role in Syria and also the
Hezbollah threat. Making sure relations with Russia continue as they have is
important.

The recent strike in Syria, reportedly by a missile against a Hezbollah site, illustrates
the importance and sensitivity involved. Also, using surface-to-surface missiles is
preferable to using piloted aircraft, because of the issues involved in Syria today.

China says Taiwan is 'not Ukraine' as island raises alert level
Reuters



Reuters/ANNABELLE CHIH

BEIJING/TAIPEI (Reuters) -Taiwan is "not Ukraine" and has always been an
inalienable part of China, China's foreign ministry said on Wednesday, as Taiwan
President Tsai Ing-wen called for the island to beef up vigilance on military activities
in response to the crisis.

The comments come after British Prime Minister Boris Johnson flagged the risk for
Taiwan in a warning last week about the damaging worldwide consequences if
Western nations failed to fulfil their promises to support Ukraine's independence.

China, which claims Taiwan as its own territory, has stepped up military activity near
the self-governing island over the past two years, though Taiwan has reported no
recent unusual manoeuvres by Chinese forces as tension over Ukraine has spiked.

Speaking in Beijing, Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying dismissed any link
between the issues of Ukraine and Taiwan. "Taiwan is not Ukraine," she said.

"Taiwan has always been an inalienable part of China. This is an indisputable legal
and historical fact."

The issue of Taiwan is one left over from the civil war, but China's integrity should
never have been compromised and never has been compromised, Hua added.

Taiwan's government strongly opposes China's territorial claims. Tsai says Taiwan is
an independent state called the Republic of China, which remains Taiwan's official
name.

All security and military units "must raise their surveillance and early warning of
military developments around the Taiwan Strait," Tsai told a meeting of the working
group on the Ukraine crisis set up by her National Security Council.

Taiwan and Ukraine are fundamentally different in terms of geostrategy, geography
and international supply chains, she added, in details of the meeting provided by her
office.
"But in the face of foreign forces intending to manipulate the situation in Ukraine and
affect the morale of Taiwanese society, all government units must strengthen the



prevention of cognitive warfare launched by foreign forces and local collaborators,"
it cited Tsai as saying.

The statement did not mention China by name, but the country is the most significant
military threat that Taiwan faces. Tsai has expressed "empathy" for Ukraine's
situation because of the military threat the island faces from China.

(Reporting by Yimou Lee, Ben Blanchard and Emily Chow; Editing by Gerry Doyle
and Clarence Fernandez)

The behavior of a Taiwanese Olympic speed skater seen wearing a China uniform
was 'extremely inappropriate,' Taiwan's premier said
Barnaby Lane (blane@businessinsider.com) - Business Insider

Getty/Lintao Zhang

Taiwanese speed skater Huang Yu-ting was pictured wearing a China uniform in
January. The country's premier now wants a full investigation and "appropriate
punishment." One politician in Taiwan accused Huang of wearing the "uniform of the
enemy."

Taiwan's Premier Su Tseng-chang has ordered an investigation into the actions of
Taiwanese speed skater Huang Yu-ting, who was shown in a video to be wearing the
China national team's uniform prior to the Beijing Winter Olympics.

In a now-deleted video clip posted on her social media accounts in January, Huang
could be seen practicing in the uniform, which she said was a gift from a friend on the
Chinese team. Her actions came under heavy criticism due to ongoing tensions
between Taiwan and Beijing, which have been exacerbated by the staging of the
Winter Olympics.

Taiwan's Sports Administration said it would not punish Huang, paving the way for
her to compete in Beijing, but Premier Su has now suggested that could change.

https://www.facebook.com/uting.huang.hope/posts/359359016190522
https://www.insider.com/taiwanese-speed-skater-huang-yu-ting-seen-wearing-china-uniform-2022-2
https://www.insider.com/taiwanese-speed-skater-huang-yu-ting-seen-wearing-china-uniform-2022-2


According to Reuters, in a statement made on Saturday, Su's office said the premier
believed Huang's actions were "extremely inappropriate" and wants a full
investigation by the Education Ministry and the Sports Administration.

Su's office also said the premier wants Huang to be given an "appropriate
punishment." Taiwan's Presidential Office added in a separate statement that it
supported both the investigation and the punishment.

"Members of the national team represent the country in competitions, and there
should not be any controversial words or deeds that damage the nation's honour,"
President Tsai Ing-wen's spokesperson Xavier Chang said, per Reuters.

In perhaps the strongest public statement about the video of Huang, one Taiwanese
lawmaker, Chiu Chih-wei accused her on Facebook of wearing the "uniform of the
enemy," per the South China Morning Post.

"Huang doesn't give a damn about Taiwan where she was born and raised - she
embraces China," he added.

Getty/Alex Goodlett Huang at the Beijing Winter Olympics. Getty/Alex Goodlett
Huang was one of only four athletes competing for the Taiwanese team, which

competes as Chinese Tapei at the Olympics, in Beijing.

She carried the flag in the opening ceremony and went on to compete in both the
women's 1000 meter and 1500 meter speed skating events, but did not medal in
either.

In response to the criticism she faced online after the footage of her practicing in a
Chinese team uniform went viral, Huang said: "Sport is sport and in the world of
sports, we do not differentiate nationalities.

"After the Games, we all are good friends."

https://www.reuters.com/lifestyle/sports/taiwan-premier-orders-probe-speed-skater-who-wore-chinese-uniform-2022-02-19/
https://www.scmp.com/sport/china/article/3167852/winter-olympics-taiwan-skater-who-wore-china-outfit-may-be-punished
https://www.insider.com/taiwanese-speed-skater-huang-yu-ting-seen-wearing-china-uniform-2022-2
https://www.insider.com/taiwanese-speed-skater-huang-yu-ting-seen-wearing-china-uniform-2022-2
https://www.insider.com/taiwanese-speed-skater-huang-yu-ting-seen-wearing-china-uniform-2022-2


"For me, it was just the friendship," she said, according to Reuters. "She gave it to me,
the suit, and I just wore it when I was practicing. I didn't mean anything.

"I posted the video because I just want to tell everyone that I go to the Olympics. I am
happy with that."

National identity is a highly sensitive issue in Taiwan. China regards the island as
part of its own territory, even though Taiwan has been self-ruling for decades. Many
Taiwanese people consider themselves independent of Beijing.

After the Chinese Communist Party won its civil war against the Nationalist Party in
1949, the latter fled to Taiwan, where it subsequently enjoyed two decades of
international support as the government of "Free China."

During this period, the mainland was not represented at the Olympics, with the only
Chinese team competing coming from Taiwan.

Since the United Nations and United States first switched their diplomatic recognition
from Taiwan to Beijing in 1979, however, Taiwan has only been able to compete in
the Olympics as a regional branch of the Chinese Olympic Committee known as
Chinese Taipei. Taipei is the largest city in Taiwan.

How CNN Betrayed Its Audience
Opinion by David A. Graham - The Atlantic

Mike Coppola / Getty

Nearly two years ago, in spring 2020, CNN found itself with a blockbuster. The
network put anchor Chris Cuomo on air interviewing his brother, New York Governor
Andrew Cuomo, about his state’s response to COVID-19. The string of segments
made Andrew Cuomo a liberal hero, feted as the anti–Donald Trump, and the
fraternal jibes between the men made for entertaining viewing.

The term blockbuster is borrowed from a massive bomb–and this one has gone off
with devastating results. Andrew Cuomo was forced to step down this past

https://www.lexico.com/definition/blockbuster
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2021/08/andrew-cuomo-resign-why/619714/?utm_source=msn


August. Chris Cuomo was fired in December. CNN’s worldwide president, Jeff
Zucker, has resigned.

The circumstances of his departure are still unclear: He acknowledged failing to
disclose a relationship with a subordinate, though the liaison seems to have been an
open secret, and some CNN staffers question the official narrative.

Zucker’s romantic partner, Allison Gollust, CNN’s executive vice president and chief
marketing officer, has also resigned. Amid the murk, new details about the Cuomo
mess have slowly emerged.

Even at the time of the Cuomo COVID interviews, it was clear that CNN was making
a journalistic error by choosing ratings over responsible journalism. The decision to
have Cuomo the anchor interview Cuomo the governor was always a blatant conflict
of interest—charming, but a betrayal of the mission of accountability.

New reporting suggests the rot was even deeper: Zucker and Gollust, who had served
as Andrew Cuomo’s communications director in 2012 and 2013, were reportedly in
regular contact with the governor, pressing him to speak to CNN and discussing
interview topics with him ahead of time.

In other words, CNN wasn’t just passively accepting the Cuomo Brothers Show in a
cynical ploy for ratings. Its top executives were instigating the whole fiasco.

The New York Times reported on Friday that Gollust and Andrew Cuomo would
discuss what the governor would say before he went on air, and then Gollust would
pass the ideas along to producers.

The exchanges have reportedly emerged in the internal investigation that has led to
both Zucker’s and Gollust’s departures. Zucker was aware of the communications,
the Times reported. The Washington Post previously reported that Zucker and Gollust
had courted Cuomo for the interviews.

Zucker has said through a spokesperson that he spoke with Andrew Cuomo about the
interviews but denied allegations in other outlets that he had coached the governor on
what to say. The same spokesperson, speaking on Gollust’s behalf, told the Times that
Gollust’s conversations with Cuomo were appropriate.

Gollust’s and Zucker’s defenders contend that their conversations with Andrew
Cuomo were entirely defensible—even standard operating procedure for television
news—and that they are the victims of an internal power struggle or of a revenge plot
by Chris Cuomo.

But given Gollust’s past work for Cuomo, CNN’s choice of Chris Cuomo as
interviewer, and the softball questions Andrew Cuomo received, viewers could
reasonably wonder whether Gollust and Zucker were more interested in juicing
ratings than in serving the public by holding officials accountable.

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2021/08/andrew-cuomo-resign-why/619714/?utm_source=msn
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/11/fire-chris-cuomo/620835/?utm_source=msn
https://www.washingtonpost.com/media/2022/02/03/jeff-zucker-cnn-ouster-chris-cuomo/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/18/business/media/allison-gollust-cnn-cuomo.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2022/02/03/jeff-zucker-allison-gollust-personally-pushed-andrew-cuomo-chris-cuomo-interviews/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/15/business/jeff-zucker-cnn.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/18/business/media/allison-gollust-cnn-cuomo.html
https://twitter.com/KeithOlbermann/status/1494809932302098432?s=20&t=iaRwTjj0JAKPnDsvw2q_Bw
https://www.washingtonpost.com/media/2022/02/03/jeff-zucker-cnn-ouster-chris-cuomo/


The details may never be entirely clear, but media ethics is often about avoiding
anything that might give the wrong impression. Journalists are trained to avoid actual
conflicts of interest and perceived conflicts of interest in equal measure.

The problem with Chris Cuomo interviewing his brother was easy to see. No one can
be expected to conduct an impartial, levelheaded interview with a sibling that will
serve viewers in a time of confusion and need. For this reason, Chris Cuomo had for
long stretches been barred from interviewing or covering his brother, a sensible
precaution.

Zucker also had a conflict of interest: He and the governor were friendly. Some social
relationships of this sort are regrettable but probably unavoidable. Powerful,
well-connected people in New York are bound to know one another, and sometimes
they’ll hit it off.

That’s why a best practice for journalists is to avoid matters involving their close
friends or relations. In most newsrooms, it is a sacred value that the business side of
the company be kept separate from editorial operations—a necessary division that
protects editorial independence and integrity.

If the conversations that CNN executives had with Andrew Cuomo are indeed
standard operating procedure for television news, that’s more damning than most of
the harshest criticism directed against the medium.

To recap: They were allegedly conferring with a friend and former boss about
interview topics before parading him on air for a puffy public-relations exercise. That
robbed the public of the opportunity to hear Andrew Cuomo answer tough
questions—and as it happened, Cuomo’s handling of the coronavirus pandemic had
serious flaws, which only became clear later. Most notably, New York undercounted
deaths in nursing homes, then aggressively tried to hide the true numbers.

We know that CNN as a corporation understood the problems in these conflicts of
interest, because the network barred Chris Cuomo from discussing political strategy
with the governor’s aides (though it allowed him to counsel his brother directly).

When it became clear that Chris Cuomo had not only broken those rules but lied
about it to viewers and his employers, CNN fired him, a decision I believe was
correct.

The allegations against Zucker and Gollust are possibly even worse: The job of top
executives is to direct the entire company and to enforce the rules. Besides, unlike
Chris, they don’t have the excuse of blood relationship trumping work.

The CNN mess is reminiscent of another recent media scandal. Texts revealed by the
U.S. House select committee investigating Trump’s attempt to overturn the election
show Fox News’s Sean Hannity acting as an adviser to the president and his aides,
even as he covered the aftermath of the election on television.

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/03/americas-andrew-cuomo-problem/618184/?utm_source=msn
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/11/fire-chris-cuomo/620835/?utm_source=msn
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/11/fire-chris-cuomo/620835/?utm_source=msn
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/11/fire-chris-cuomo/620835/?utm_source=msn


Worse, Hannity seems to have been downplaying the insurrection on air, even as he
expressed horror privately. (CNN’s media team has done an especially good job of
dissecting the problems with Hannity’s behavior.)

When Fox News is shown to have been engaged in this kind of conflict of interest, no
one is surprised, nor are many of the networks’ viewers scandalized. They are aware
that they’re tuning in to what is essentially a party organ—though this does not make
the betrayal of the duty to inform the audience any less consequential.

At CNN, the breach is graver. The network holds itself up as better than Fox
News—and indeed, in many ways it is. But the allegations against Zucker and Gollust
undermine the work of CNN’s excellent journalists. And because CNN is a dominant
player in the mainstream media, the allegations also undermine the rest of the press.

They create the impression that other outlets are as corrupt as Fox News, and give
media skeptics an excuse to dismiss important reporting. If CNN wants to live up to
its billing as “the most trusted name in news,” the network has some cleanup to do
after this disaster.

Global markets rocked, oil soars on Russia-Ukraine conflict
Associated Press

Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — U.S. markets pointed toward a sharply lower open, following a
global plunge in stocks and a surge in oil prices Thursday after Russian President
Vladimir Putin launched military action in Ukraine, prompting Washington and
Europe to vow sanctions on Moscow that may roil the global economy.

Oil prices jumped by more than $7 per barrel and futures for Wall Street’s benchmark
S&P 500 index and the Dow Jones Industrial Average were off by more than 2.5%.
Market benchmarks in Europe and Asia fell as much as 5% as traders tried to figure
out how large Putin's incursion would be and the scale of Western retaliation.

https://view.newsletters.cnn.com/messages/16413569438949f47b00664b0/raw?utm_term=16413569438949f47b00664b0&utm_source=cnn_Reliable+Sources+-+January+4,+2022&utm_medium=email&bt_ee=wXNb3bHWOwFkzSnMTtPrlDJaNJMl8zF2+DS60NsEGEnBjRsN1GTv9DY7K1ckXjc8&bt_ts=1641356943896


Energy prices surged, fueling inflation fears. The spot price in Europe for natural gas,
for which the continent relies on Russia to supply, jumped as much as 31%.
Brent crude oil jumped above $100 per barrel in London for the first time since 2014
on unease about possible disruption of supplies from Russia, the No. 3 producer.
Benchmark U.S. crude was close behind at $99 per barrel. Prices of wheat and corn
also jumped.

Ahn Young-joon (Associated Press) - AP Photo

Currency traders watch monitors at the foreign exchange dealing room of the KEB
Hana Bank headquarters in Seoul, South Korea, Thursday, Feb. 24, 2022. Asian stock
markets followed Wall Street lower Thursday as anxiety about a possible Russian
invasion of Ukraine rose.

The ruble sank as much as 7.5% against the dollar overnight but recovered slightly,
down about 5% in the morning.

Financial markets are in a “flight to safety and may have to price in slower growth"
due to high energy costs, Chris Turner and Francesco Pesole of ING said in a report.

In Brussels, the president of the European Commission said Thursday the 27-nation
European Union planned “massive and targeted sanctions” on Russia.



“We will hold President Putin accountable,” Ursula von der Leyen said.

The FTSE 100 in London fell 3.3% after Europe awakened to news of explosions in
the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv, the major city of Kharkiv and other areas. The DAX in
Frankfurt plunged 5.4% and the CAC in Paris lost 4.9%.

Ahn Young-joon (Associated Press) - AP Photo

Moscow’s stock exchange briefly suspended trading on all its markets on Thursday
morning. After trading resumed, the ruble-denominated MOEX stock index tumbled
more than 20% and the dollar-denominated RTS index plunged by more than a third.

Ahn Young-joon (Associated Press) - AP Photo

That was on top of Wednesday's 1.8% slide for the S&P 500 to an eight-month low
after the Kremlin said rebels in eastern Ukraine had asked for military assistance.



Moscow had sent soldiers to some rebel-held areas after recognizing them as
independent.

Some analysts expect the conflict to push investors out of many tech stocks, with the
exception of the cyber-security sector.

“Growing concern that massive cyber warfare could be on the near-term horizon
which would certainly catalyze an increase in spending around preventing
sophisticated Russian-based cyber attacks,” analysts with Wedbush Securities wrote
in a note to clients.

Putin said Russia had to protect civilians in eastern Ukraine, a claim Washington had
predicted he would make to justify an invasion.

President Joe Biden denounced the attack as “unprovoked and unjustified" and said
Moscow would be held accountable, which many took to mean Washington and its
allies would impose additional sanctions.

Putin accused them of ignoring Russia’s demand to prevent Ukraine from joining
NATO and to offer Moscow security guarantees.

Ahn Young-joon (Associated Press) - AP Photo

Washington, Britain, Japan and the EU earlier imposed sanctions on Russian banks,
officials and business leaders. Additional options include barring Russia from the
global system for bank transactions.

The price for oil on international markets rose to $101.27, while West Texas
Intermediate soared $7.65 to $99.75 per barrel in electronic trading on the New York
Mercantile Exchange. The contract fell 25 cents to $92.10 on Wednesday.

In Asia, the Nikkei 225 in Tokyo fell 1.8% to 25,970.82 and the Hang Seng in Hong
Kong lost 3.2% to 22,901.56. The Shanghai Composite Index shed 1.7% to 3,429.96.



Asian economies face lower risks than Europe does, but those that need imported oil
might be hit by higher prices if Russian supplies are disrupted, forecasters say.

The Kospi in Seoul lost 2.6% to 2,648.80 and Sydney's S&P-ASX 200 fell 3% to
6,990.60.

India's Sensex fell 4.7% to 54,529.91. New Zealand lost 3.3% and Southeast Asian
markets also fell.

Investors already were uneasy about the possible impact of the Federal Reserve's
plans to try to cool inflation by withdrawing ultra-low interest rates and other
stimulus that boosted share prices.

The dollar weakened to 114.69 yen from Wednesday's 114.98 yen. The euro fell to
$1.1168 from $1.1306.

Putin threatens West with 'consequences greater than any you have faced in
history' if they intervene in his invasion of Ukraine
Mia Jankowicz (mjankowicz@businessinsider.com) - Business Insider

Kremlin Russian President Vladimir Putin giving his speech announcing the invasion
of Ukraine, February 2022.2.24

Putin told Western countries to keep clear as he launched an invasion of Ukraine.
On Thursday morning he said there would be historically dire consequences for those
who intervened. He also boasted about Russia's nuclear nuclear arsenal.

President Vladimir Putin issued a dire threat to Western nations on Thursday
morning, saying they would face "consequences greater than any you have faced in
history" if they become involved with his invasion of Ukraine.

The words were as part of Putin's speech Thursday morning, 6 a.m. Moscow time,
announcing the invasion. Immediately after, the Ukrainian foreign ministry
reported missile strikes in multiple cities.

https://www.businessinsider.com/russia-attacks-ukraine-launching-new-war-in-europe-2022-2
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Putin used familiar arguments to justify the attack. He framed it an act of self-defense
against the eastwards expansion of NATO, and as a means of protecting Ukrainians
from "nazification" and a "genocide."
Those lines have been roundly rejected by Western leaders. There is no evidence of a
"genocide" in Ukraine.
In the build-up to these events, the US warned that Russia would stage false-flag
operations and provocations to justify a war which it had already planned.
Putin had already ordered troops into eastern areas of Ukraine — Donetsk and
Luhansk — held by separatist forces there.

This escalated on Thursday into attacks on other parts of Ukraine, which Putin said
was in response to separatists in Donetsk and Luhansk requesting help. Those new
attacked tipped the conflict into war.

In the speech he addressed the leaders who have aligned in opposition to the
invasion.

"To anyone who would consider interfering from outside: If you do, you will face
consequences greater than any you have faced in history," he said, according to
Politico's translation of the speech.

"All the relevant decisions have been taken. I hope you hear me.”

His speech also alluded to the substantial nuclear arsenal he commands, noting that
Russia "is today one of the most powerful nuclear powers," per Politico's translation.

Biden says world will hold Putin accountable for 'unprovoked and unjustified
attack' on Ukraine
Maureen Groppe - USA TODAY

Here's how the US response to the Russia-Ukraine conflict could affect you
WASHINGTON – Telegraphing Russia’s playbook didn’t deter President Vladimir
Putin from ordering troops into Ukraine.

An initial round of sanctions wasn’t enough to stop him from launching a full-scale
attack.

Now, President Joe Biden will lay out the U.S. plan to hold Russia accountable for
what could be the biggest military battle in Europe since World War II.

Start the day smarter. Get all the news you need in your inbox each morning.
“Russia alone is responsible for the death and destruction this attack will bring, and
the United States and its allies and partners will respond in a united and decisive
way,” Biden said in a statement late Wednesday after Putin announced a military
operation in eastern Ukraine.
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U. S. officials have estimated the invasion could cause major loss of life and injury. It
could prompt a refugee crisis across Europe, test the NATO alliance, raise energy
prices and turn Russia into a pariah state in the eyes of the West.
V.
Biden is scheduled to consult with America’s most powerful allies Thursday
morning before addressing the nation in the afternoon on a coordinated response.

He is expected to announce a new round of sanctions that White House officials have
cast as unprecedented. They could include targeting more Russian banks beyond the
two already hit and imposing export controls to deprive Russia of technologies it
needs to grow its high-tech industry.

"Security, economic, political, diplomatic: All of that will be forthcoming," Secretary
of State Antony Blinken told ABC's "World News Tonight" on Wednesday.

"All things that President Putin says he wants to prevent will be happening."

Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba said the new actions must include one of
the most severe penalties contemplated: cutting Russia out of the SWIFT financial
system, which shuffles money from bank to bank around the globe.

Lawmakers in both parties also urged Biden bring the hammer down on Putin.
"Today must mark a historical shift in how the world views and deals with the despot
in Moscow," Sen. Bob Menendez, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, said in a statement.

The U.S. needs to "exact maximum costs on Putin, the Russian economy, and those
who enabled and facilitated this trampling of Ukraine’s sovereignty," Menendez said.

At the same time, Biden has promised to mitigate the consequences Russia’s invasion
will have on the U.S. economy, particularly on energy prices. Russia is one of
the world's largest suppliers of oil and gas.

As he has done repeatedly, Biden is likely to warn Americans that standing up to
Russia is not without cost.

"Defending freedom will have costs for us as well," Biden said on Tuesday. "We need
to be honest about that."

Putin warned late Wednesday that any attempt to interfere with the Russian assault
would lead to “consequences they have never seen.”

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2022/02/22/russia-invasion-ukraine-effects/6770843001/
https://twitter.com/DmytroKuleba/status/1496711163530424324
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In this video grab taken from a handout footage made available on the official web
site of the Russian President (kremlin.ru) Russian President Vladimir Putin addresses
the nation at the Kremlin in Moscow early on February 24, 2022.

Russian President Vladimir Putin announced a "military operation" in Ukraine on
February 24 and called on soldiers there to lay down their arms, defying Western
outrage and global appeals not to launch a war.

The Russian leader's announcement came not long after Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelensky, in an emotional address, said his people want peace.

"But if we come under attack that threaten our freedom and lives of our people we
will fight back," Zelensky said in a televised plea to avoid war.

In an emergency meeting at the United Nations, U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. Linda
Thomas-Greenfield urged Russia to “back away from the brink before it is too late.”

“This is a perilous moment and we are here for one reason and one reason only,"
Thomas Greenfield said. “To ask Russia to stop.”

Barbara Woodward, Britain’s ambassador to the U.N., said a full-scale conflict in
Ukraine will bring “immense suffering, casualties on both sides, and devastating
humanitarian consequences.”

“For months, Russia has been holding a gun to Ukraine's head,” Woodward said.
“Now, President Putin's finger is on the trigger.”

Literally waiting for a missile to come: What life is like in Ukraine as Russia invades
Energy impact: Will gas prices keep rising after Russia invasion of Ukraine? Here's
what we know
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Sergei Grits, AP Ukrainians gather for "Mariupol is Ukraine" in Mariupol, Ukraine,
Tuesday, Feb. 22, 2022.

U.S. officials have been warning for weeks that Russia was poised for an attack.
Satellite imagery and intelligence gathering had shown 80% of Russian forces moved
into forward positions. Ten Russian amphibious landing ships were in the Black Sea
to get boots on the ground, according to the Defense Department.

“Everything seems to be in place for Russia to engage in a major aggression against
Ukraine," Blinken said on "NBC Nightly News" Wednesday.

On Monday, Putin ordered troops into two pro-Russian separatist regions in eastern
Ukraine that he declared "independent" from Ukraine and in need of military
protection.

In response, the U.S. imposed "full blocking sanctions" on two major Russian
financial institutions, as well as on the country's sovereign debt.

The U.S. also imposed sanctions on Russia’s elites and their family members, and on
the company and corporate officers overseeing the Russian-owned gas pipeline, Nord
Stream 2. Germany has blocked certification of the pipeline that runs from Russia
underseas to Germany.

Opinion: Will Biden's sanctions work to stop Russia? Yes. If allies stand firm.
More: Here's how the US response to the Russia-Ukraine conflict could affect you
Blinken said the U.S. and its allies are "doubling down on our support to Ukraine."

Biden has repeatedly made clear, however, that the U.S. will not be sending troops
into Ukraine. He has vowed the U.S. will move forces and equipment already
stationed in Europe to bolster America's Baltic allies, including Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/columnist/2022/02/23/russia-invades-ukraine-sanctions-work/6907925001/
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"We’re going to do a number of things that Russia is not going to like, including
reinforcing the NATO defensive alliance, including right near Russia’s borders to
make sure we’re protecting allies and partners," Blinken said.

Photos in Gallery©ARIS MESSINIS, AFP via Getty Images

A man sits outside his destroyed building after bombings on the eastern Ukraine town
of Chuguiv on Feb. 24, 2022, as Russian armed forces are trying to invade Ukraine
from several directions, using rocket systems and helicopters to attack Ukrainian
position in the south, the border guard service said.

Chaotic scenes in Ukraine as Russian troops invade country

ARIS MESSINIS, AFP via Getty Images. People stand outside a destroyed building
after bombings on the eastern Ukraine town of Chuguiv on Feb. 24, 2022, as Russian
armed forces are trying to invade Ukraine from several directions, using rocket



systems and helicopters to attack Ukrainian position in the south, the border guard
service said.

ARIS MESSINIS, AFP via Getty Images. An injured man stands by a vehicle of an
Emergency unit to receive medical assistance after bombings on the eastern Ukraine

town of Chuguiv on Feb. 24, 2022,

Vadim Ghirda, AP. A woman and child peer out of the window of a bus as they leave
Sievierodonetsk, the Luhansk region, eastern Ukraine, Thursday, Feb. 24, 2022.
Russian President Vladimir Putin on Thursday announced a military operation in
Ukraine and warned other countries that any attempt to interfere with the Russian

action would lead to "consequences you have never seen.



Emilio Morenatti, AP. Traffic jams are seen as people leave the city of Kyiv, Ukraine,
Thursday, Feb. 24, 2022.2.24.

Pierre Crom, Getty Images. Local residents follow the news on their mobile devices in
a bomb shelter on Feb. 24, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Overnight, Russia began a

large-scale attack on Ukraine, with explosions reported in multiple cities and far
outside the restive eastern regions held by Russian-backed rebels.



Emilio Morenatti, AP. A woman reacts as she waits for a train trying to leave Kyiv,
Ukraine, Thursday, Feb. 24, 2022.

Emilio Morenatti, AP. A woman with her daughter waits for a train as they try to
leave Kyiv, Ukraine, Thursday, Feb. 24, 2022. Russian troops have launched their

anticipated attack on Ukraine.



Vadim Ghirda, AP. People queue for fuel at a gas station in Sievierodonetsk, the
Luhansk region, eastern Ukraine, Thursday, Feb. 24, 2022.

Vadim Ghirda, AP. A member of the Ukrainian military takes items from the back of a
car in Sievierodonetsk, the Luhansk region, eastern Ukraine, Thursday, Feb. 24,

2022.



ANATOLII STEPANOV, AFP via Getty Images. Firefighters extinguish a fire in a
house, which is said was hit in the shelling by Russia-backed separatists, in the

settlement of Muratovo in the Lugansk region on Feb. 22, 2022.

Vadim Ghirda, AP People evacuated from the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, the
territory controlled by a pro-Russia separatist in eastern Ukraine, leave a bus to be
taken to temporary residences in other regions of Russia, in Taganrog, Russia,

Tuesday, Feb. 22, 2022.



Vadim Ghirda, AP A Ukrainian serviceman checks the documents of a woman
crossing to government controlled areas from pro-Russian separatists controlled
territory in Stanytsia Luhanska, the only crossing point open daily, in the Luhansk

region, eastern Ukraine, Tuesday, Feb. 22, 2022.

Vadim Ghirda, AP A family crosses from pro-Russian separatists controlled territory
to Ukrainian government controlled areas in Stanytsia Luhanska, the only crossing
point open daily, in the Luhansk region, eastern Ukraine, Tuesday, Feb. 22, 2022.



Vadim Ghirda, AP Ukrainian servicemen scan belongings of people crossing from
Ukrainian government controlled areas to pro-Russian separatists' controlled

territory in Stanytsia Luhanska, the only crossing point open daily, in the Luhansk
region, eastern Ukraine, Tuesday, Feb. 22, 2022.

ARIS MESSINIS, AFP via Getty Images Smoke rises from a power plant after shelling
outside the town of Schastia, near the eastern Ukraine city of Lugansk, on February

22, 2022.



ANATOLII STEPANOV, AFP via Getty Images Ukrainian servicemen patrol in the
settlement of Troitske in the Luhansk region near the front line with Russia-backed
seapratists on February 22, 2022, a day after Russia recognised east Ukraine's
separatist republics and ordered the Russian army to send troops there as

"peacekeepers".

Vadim Ghirda, AP People from the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, the territory
controlled by pro-Russia separatist governments in eastern Ukraine, get on a train to
be taken to temporary residences in other regions of Russia, at the railway station in

Taganrog, Russia, Monday, Feb. 21, 2022.

Forget the obsession with sanctions against oligarchs. I have a better way to hurt
Putin



Opinion by Angus Roxburgh - The Guardian

The Guardian

Since the annexation of Crimea in 2014, the western response to Vladimir Putin’s
growing list of crimes has been to impose sanctions on his “cronies”. In recent years
there have been particularly insistent demands for sanctions on rich Russian
oligarchs resident in London.

So the UK government’s response this week to Putin’s recognition of the separatist
republics in Ukraine’s Donbas region took the usual form: sanctions against five
Russian banks and three oligarchs.

The cries went up at once: not enough! Why not Abramovich? What happened to
the unexplained wealth orders, recent legal tools intended to expose and punish
money-launderers? On this site the Labour MP Chris Bryant demanded much tougher
action against the Russian oligarchs who abuse British laws to buy property here and
hide their ill-gotten gains.

Despite the furore, we rarely pause to ask some very simple questions: are these
measures actually the right sanctions? Are they targeting the right people? And,
crucially, have they ever had any effect on Putin’s behaviour?
The answer to all three questions is no.

First, imposing sanctions on oligarchs has little effect on Russian policy. Some
Russian oligarchs are close to Putin, and some of them probably help hide his wealth
in offshore accounts. Putin uses them to finance projects that he needs done quickly –
infrastructure for the Sochi Olympics, a bridge to annexed Crimea.

But it is an entirely one-way relationship. Putin allows them to prosper on two
conditions: that they cough up the cash when he needs it, and that they stay out of
politics. The idea that they influence his policies is pure fantasy.

The proof of that is that sanctions regularly meted out on oligarchs since 2014 have
made not one jot of difference to Putin’s policies. The west imposed sanctions over
Crimea, the downing of a Malaysian passenger jet over Ukraine and the attempted
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murder of Sergei Skripal in Salisbury. None of them elicited so much as an expression
of regret, far less a change of course. What they did do, of course, was deepen Putin’s
already simmering hatred of the west.

Of course, money launderers who profit from the UK’s lax regime should be exposed
and prosecuted. But not all of them are Russian. And none of them have a say in
Kremlin decision-making – certainly not in his foreign policies.

You only had to look at the quaking members of Putin’s security council on Monday,
as they were forced to stand one by one at a lectern and profess their support for his
decision to recognise the Donbas republics, to understand that Putin takes orders
from no one. Not from his closest political team, and certainly not from rich Russians
based in London.

The only real value in punishing oligarchs is that it makes the west feel and look good
because it is doing something. Economic sanctions – cancelling the Nordstream II gas
pipeline, or restricting Russia’s access to the Swift system – may have a greater effect,
but they may also rebound on us in the form of higher energy prices.

However, there is a much bolder and more imaginative approach. Russia’s ruling
class – the members of the Duma, the Senate, the presidential council, the top
echelons of the security and defence services, top state television employees – is
several thousands strong.

These men (and some women) draft, rubber-stamp, promote and carry out Putin’s
decisions. Some of them also – unlike the oligarchs – actually advise him.

Being a member of the Duma or Senate is a pretty cushy number – you are well-paid,
you can make an occasional speech if you wish, but you are basically there to vote for
the Kremlin’s decisions, and, above all, you can extort as many bribes as you can
cope with. (For this reason they are detested by a majority of Russians.)

Members of the presidential council are civil servants, essential for the preparation of
legislation. The security services play crucial roles in executing Putin’s vision. And
TV propagandists spread disinformation.

Related: UK will stop Russia selling sovereign debt in London, says Liz Truss
These are the people to target – because when several thousand of the people Putin
actually depends on begin to feel the consequences of his policies in their personal
lives, there will be a groundswell of discontent.

Most of these people love to travel to Europe and the US. They educate their children
here. They own properties here. The members of the Russian elite, their families and
children, love to swan around on yachts, ski slopes and fine hotels in the west, posting
pictures of themselves on Instagram.

If they are denied visas to travel to the west – if they are effectively imprisoned in
Russia – it will not take long for the discontent to permeate the entire political class.
The message to them will be clear: if you want to enjoy your western lifestyles, you
need a new leader who respects western values; until then, you’re banned.
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The added value of this approach is that, unlike some economic sanctions, it will not
harm ordinary Russians, in fact it will delight them.

If any kind of sanctions are going to have an effect, it is these. Forget the oligarchs;
go for the political elite.

Russia threatens to target 'sensitive' US assets as part of a 'strong' and 'painful'
response to sanctions
Natalie Musumeci & John Haltiwanger (nmusumeci@insider.com) - Business
Insider

Business Insider US President Joe Biden and Russian President Vladimir Putin. Alex
Brandon/AP Photo; Sergei Karpukhin\TASS via Getty Images

The Russian government warned of a "painful" response to US sanctions, multiple
reports said. Its Foreign Affairs Ministry said the sanctions were "attempts to change
Russia's course," per CNN.

"There should be no doubt that sanctions will receive a strong response," the ministry
said.

The Russian government warned on Wednesday of a "strong" and "painful" response
to the Biden administration's sanctions against the country over its invasion of
Ukraine, according to multiple reports.

Russia's Foreign Affairs Ministry said the country would target "sensitive" US assets
in retaliation.
The ministry said in a statement that the US sanctions against it were part of
America's "ongoing attempts to change Russia's course," CNN reported.
"Russia has proved that, despite all the sanctions costs, it is able to minimize the
damage," the ministry said in the statement.
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"And even more so, sanctions pressure is not able to affect our determination to
firmly defend our interests." The ministry said it was open to diplomacy with the US
but that the sanctions would be met with a fierce response.

It added: "There should be no doubt that sanctions will receive a strong response, not
necessarily symmetrical, but finely tuned and painful to the American side.” US
President Joe Biden on Tuesday announced the "first tranche" of sanctions against
Russia as a result of what Biden called "the beginning of a Russian invasion of
Ukraine.”

The US sanctions against Russia target the country's sovereign debt, two large
Russian financial institutions, and Russian elites. "We'll continue to escalate
sanctions if Russia escalates," Biden said.

Earlier this week, Russian President Vladimir Putin recognized the independence of
two Moscow-backed separatist regions in eastern Ukraine and ordered troops there.
Meanwhile, Ukraine is moving to declare a state of emergency in response to Russia's
aggression.

Since late 2021, Russia has gathered tens of thousands of troops on Ukraine's border.
For months, Russia claimed it had no plans to invade Ukraine. But Western leaders
were highly skeptical, particularly given Russia invaded Ukraine and annexed
Crimea in 2014. The Kremlin has also supported rebels in a war against Ukrainian
forces in the eastern Donbas region since that year.

Despite Russia's well-documented history of aggression toward Ukraine, Putin has
blamed the crisis on the West and NATO in particular. The Russian leader has railed
against NATO's eastward expansion and demanded that Ukraine and Georgia be
permanently barred from the alliance.

NATO and the US have repeatedly dismissed this demand as a non-starter, while
expressing an openness to negotiating on issues such as military exercises and missile
deployments.

With concerns that Russia could soon mount a full-scale invasion of Ukraine that
moves beyond the Donbas, the Biden administration has expressed doubts that
Moscow would pursue a diplomatic resolution to the hostilities in good faith.

"Moscow needs to demonstrate that it's serious about diplomacy. Russia's actions
over the last 48 hours have in fact demonstrated the opposite. If Moscow's approach
changes, we remain ready to engage," State Department spokesperson Ned
Price said on Wednesday.

China Claims Taiwan As Its Own as Russia Tests World With Ukraine
Jenni Fink - Newsweek
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China isn't backing down from its claim to ownership of Taiwan, and Beijing may be
closely observing the world's reaction to Russia's invasion of Ukraine to weigh if the
cost of launching an assault against Taiwan would be worth it.

Beijing wants the reunification of Taiwan with mainland China and growing tensions
between the two have prompted warnings from the United States that America
will back Taiwan in the event of a war.

China questioned America's commitment to Taiwan, and while Beijing claims there's
no comparison between its relationship with Taiwan and Russia's relationship with
Ukraine, a soft approach to Russia could factor into China's decision-making.

On Wednesday, foreign ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying told reporters Taiwan
is "for sure is not Ukraine." Hua claimed the territory for China, calling it an
"inalienable part" of the country, a belief that Hua labeled an "indisputable historical
and legal fact." It's a talking point China's held firm to despite pressure from Western
leaders to respect Taiwan's sovereignty.

"It is common knowledge that the Taiwan question was caused by a civil war, and
there is political confrontation between the two sides of the Taiwan Strait due to that
civil war. However, China's sovereignty and territory have never been divided and
cannot be divided. This is the status quo of the Taiwan question," Hua said.

Meanwhile, Russian President Vladimir Putin claimed historic ownership of
Ukraine during a speech on February 21. He claimed Ukraine has no identity outside
of Russia, as it was "entirely created" by the Russian communist party after Vladimir
Lenin came to power and criticized the Soviet leader for giving away territory that
Russia had a rightful claim to.

While both countries lay historic claim to the conflict areas, China appeared to
separate itself from Russia by specifically saying the territory has "never been divided
and cannot be divided."

https://www.newsweek.com/joe-biden-misspeaks-taiwan-again-white-house-clarification-china-1641498
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The situations between Russia and Ukraine and China and Taiwan aren't direct
parallels, but with concerns mounting about President Xi Jinping's goals, officials
expressed concerns about the conflict's ability to impact other global issues.

If Ukraine is put in danger, the "shock will echo around the world," including in
Taiwan, according to British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, CNN reported. He said
people could "draw the conclusion that aggression pays, and that might is right."

At a press conference in Australia this month, Secretary of State Antony
Blinken warned that "others are watching" how America responds to Russia's
aggression toward Ukraine, although he didn't mention China directly. Taiwan's
President Tsai Ing-wen ordered the creation of a task force to study how the
Russia-Ukraine conflict could affect Taiwan's conflict with Beijing.

"Taiwan is obviously clearly following what's going on in Eastern Europe very
closely, and they do see a very close parallel,” DJ Peterson, president of geopolitical
advisory firm Longview Global Advisors, told CNBC. "I think what matters for
Taiwan is, if there was a significant action in Ukraine, Beijing will be watching the
level of sanctions, the intensity of sanctions,”

On February 22, former President Donald Trump told Clay Travis and Buck Sexton
that he believes "China is going to be next." He said he "absolutely" believes China
will "go after” Taiwan and is planning to make a move now that the Olympics are
over.

While a firm approach to Russia over Ukraine could signal America's preparedness
to defend Taiwan, experts don't believe the world's response to the conflict in Ukraine
will be the catalyst to a military invasion of Taiwan.

Lev Nachman, a postdoctoral research fellow at the Harvard University's Fairbank
Center for Chinese Studie, told CNN that Beijing will be "watching closely" to gauge
the world's reactions, it's "highly unlikely" that China "drastically" alters its strategy.

I’m a former Moscow correspondent. Don’t let Vladimir Putin fool you: Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine is only about one thing.
Lukas I. Alpert - MarketWatch
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MarketWatch photo illustration/iStockphotoI’m a former Moscow correspondent.
Don’t let Vladimir Putin fool you: Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is only about one

thing.

If you walk the streets of Moscow, you will eventually smell the faint odor of gasoline.
It’s as ever-present in the air around Russia’s capital as it is central to the country’s
economy, infrastructure and geopolitical posture.

Russian President Vladimir Putin has spelled out a nationalist rationale for his
country’s military incursion into Ukraine, but it is primarily about protecting
Moscow’s energy interests.

That was true in 2014, when Russia seized Crimea and I was a Moscow
correspondent for the Wall Street Journal, for which I wrote dozens of stories about
the insurgency in Donetsk and Luhansk that Russia helped foment. And it remains
true now.

To understand the Kremlin’s motivations in regard to its smaller, and relatively
impoverished, neighbor, the key fact to know is that Russia supplies 40% of Europe’s
heating-fuel supplies — namely, natural gas.

Any crimp on Russia’s ability to access the European market is a threat to its
economic security.

To get it there, Russia relies mostly on two aging pipeline networks, one of which runs
through Belarus and the other through Ukraine. For this, Russia pays Ukraine
around $2 billion a year in transit fees.

Russia is a petrostate and relies on oil and natural-gas sales for about 60% of its
export revenue and 40% of its total budget expenditures. Any crimp on Russia’s
ability to access the European market is a threat to its economic security.

In the Kremlin’s view, a switch of allegiance by Kiev, or Kyiv by Ukrainian
preference, to the West — be it an economic association agreement with the European
Union like Ukraine was on the verge of signing in 2014, or even the hint of joining
NATO — is close to an act of war.

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/what-putin-said-about-crimea-kremlin-transcript-2014-03-18?mod=article_inline
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In my three years covering Russia, I watched as the country slowly withdrew into
itself after Putin returned to office for what was then his third term as president.

MarketWatch First Take (March 2012): Oil elixir losing its magic for Russia’s Putin
Gone were prior efforts to intertwine Russia’s economy and the global system and
encourage foreign investment.

As towering skyscrapers rose in Moscow atop a pile of oil cash, Putin’s government
became more backward-looking and more isolated.

In Ukraine, meanwhile, many were growing increasingly ill at ease with the
impoverished state of their country.

In Ukraine, meanwhile, many were growing increasingly ill at ease with the
impoverished state of their country and highly corrupt political system as it
languished, locked in a kind of Soviet-era limbo under Russian domination.

As Ukrainians looked to rising living standards in places like Poland and Latvia that
had joined NATO and the European Union, many wondered why they couldn’t have
the same for themselves.

This is where Putin’s nationalistic impulses kick in. He views the fall of the Soviet
Union as the “greatest geopolitical tragedy” of the past century and the rush
of former Eastern bloc countries into the embrace of the European Union, and even
NATO, as a great humiliation.

He has drawn a line in the sand with countries that border Russia, invading Georgia
in 2008 when it hinted at joining NATO, and moving to destabilize Ukraine when it
moved to establish closer economic ties with Europe.

Domestically, Putin has sold the invasion of Ukraine on purely nationalistic grounds
— even going so far this weekend as to dismiss Ukraine’s history as an independent
country as a falsehood.

While Ukrainians and Russians share religions and ethnicity, they speak different,
albeit similar, languages, even as there are pockets of native Russian speakers in
some Ukrainian regions, as there are in other former Soviet republics.

And while Russians have seen their quality of life improve awash in petro-rubles in
the decades under Putin’s rule, Ukrainians have been mired in poverty and bogged
down by misrule.

While it is no wonder many Ukrainians yearn to be unmoored from their bigger,
imperialist neighbor, for Putin and his cohort of oligarchs Ukrainian
self-determination is not really on the table.

Not when it puts at risk the flow of money that has kept them in power.

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/oil-elixir-losing-its-magic-for-russias-putin-2012-03-05?mod=article_inline
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Russia attack on Ukraine reverberates in energy-rich Gulf
AFP

KARIM JAAFAR

Russia's assault on Ukraine is reverberating in the energy-rich Gulf, where top oil
and gas producers face economic and political dilemmas in easing sky-high prices
and alleviating shortages in Europe.

As oil prices broke past $100 per barrel and risks of supply disruptions grew, eyes in
Europe were increasingly focusing on oil kingpin Saudi Arabia, and Qatar, one of the
biggest natural gas exporters.
And the calculations in Riyadh and Doha are much more nuanced than maximising
financial gain from soaring prices, as market constraints and alliances with both the
West and Russia are also paramount.
Qatar and Saudi Arabia "are facing a reality in which their main exports are in high
demand," Karen Young, director of the Program on Economics and Energy at the
Middle East Institute in Washington, told AFP.

Frederic J. BROWN



Russia's assault on Ukraine has pushed oil prices past $100 a barrel, threatening
pain for Western motorists and creating risks as well as opportunities for Gulf
producers.

But she said the capacity to ramp up oil production and transport new supplies of
liquefied natural gas was "not so simple”.

"Investment conditions for either are not quick enough or at the ready to be a
superhero in the advent of a collapse of Russian oil and gas to Europe or globally,”
Young added.

Russian gas accounts for about 40 percent of the European market, leaving the latter
highly exposed to supply disruptions resulting from the conflict. A similar logic
applies to the 2.3 million barrels of Russian crude that heads west each day through a
network of pipelines.

There were hopes in Europe and the United States that Qatar, one of the world's
biggest LNG exporters, could temporarily redirect exports destined for Asian markets.

Meanwhile, some major oil importers have called on the OPEC+ alliance of
producing nations to pump faster and put pressure on the likes of Saudi Arabia to use
some of their spare capacity.

- Friends with both sides -
But these two ultra-wealthy Gulf nations, like other energy-producing neighbouring
countries, are treading carefully.

Qatar has made clear it has little to no extra LNG output capacity and there are
limitations to how much supply can be diverted from existing contracts, even
accounting for willingness on the part of original buyers.

At a gas exporters' summit in Doha overshadowed by the worsening crisis over
Ukraine this week, major suppliers, among them Russia, said they could not
guarantee prices or supplies.

And Saudi Arabia has shown no interest in ramping up oil production when it is a key
player, alongside Russia, in the OPEC+ alliance that has strictly controlled output to
buoy prices in recent years.

"OPEC+ so far has indicated its intentions to stick to the deal," said Amena Bakr,
deputy bureau chief at Energy Intelligence, referring to current production quotas for
member nations.

"The group's spare capacity is quickly eroding," she told AFP.

Qatar and Saudi Arabia are allies of both the US and Russia. While they host
American troops, their economic and political relations with Russia have grown over
the years.



"Saudi Arabia sees great value in keeping Russia as a partner in OPEC," said Ben
Cahill, senior fellow at the Center for Strategic and International Studies.

"If things get bad and there's pressure to punish Russia, I suspect they'll emphasize
that OPEC+ is a technocratic organisation that's focused on market fundamentals."

Away from the production dilemma, the crisis gives Gulf oil and gas producing
countries the opportunity to highlight the importance of their resources, even as they
are under pressure to quickly transform into green economies.

During the Doha gas summit, Qatar insisted the record prices in Europe had their
roots in a lack of investment before the Ukraine crisis.

It has been demanding long-term supply contracts of up to 25 years, but Europe has
baulked at being locked into such commitments.

Major producers "are facing declining value in the energy transition", particularly
with regard to oil, but also LNG, said Young.

"So this may be a moment in which they have leverage to argue their importance in
the global economy."

China, seemingly surprised by sudden Ukraine incursion, denies backing Russian
attacks
Christian Shepherd - Washington Post

Noel Celis/AFP/Getty Images

China on Thursday denied backing Russia’s military assault in Ukraine as it trod a
cautious line in response to a conflict that many Chinese analysts just days before
were predicting wouldn’t happen.



At a regular briefing, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Hua Chunying
downplayed the suggestion that Beijing was supporting Moscow behind the scenes.

“As for American hints that Russia had China backing it up, I’m sure Russia would
be pleased to hear it,” Hua said. “We won’t be like America and provide Ukraine a
large amount of military equipment. Russia as a powerful nation also does not need
China or other countries to provide [military assistance].”

Hua added that “China did not wish to see what happened in Ukraine today.”
In her remarks, Hua called out NATO for owing China a “debt of blood” over the
bombing of the Chinese embassy to Yugoslavia by U.S. warplanes in 1999. Bringing
up that incident was probably an effort to drum up anti-U.S. sentiment against the
backdrop of the Russian attacks on Ukraine.

The incident remains a sore spot for many in China who are suspicious of the official
NATO explanation that it was an accident caused by outdated maps. On Thursday
evening, that comment was the top trending hashtag with 460 million views on
Chinese microblog Weibo.

The Russian attacks are the greatest test yet for an emerging Moscow-Beijing
partnership, which has recently shown signs of evolving from what many considered a
“marriage of convenience” to something resembling a formal alliance.

In recent weeks, China has voiced support for Russia’s “legitimate security concerns”
but has balanced that with calls for restraint and negotiations, echoing the approach
China took during the 2014 invasion of Crimea. Beijing appeared to be repeating that
tightrope walk on Thursday, as it called for calm while news of the attacks sent
regional markets plunging.

On Thursday, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi called for a return to dialogue in a
call with his Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov. China both respects every country’s
territorial integrity and understands the Kremlin’s “reasonable security concerns."

Despite the outward show of mutual support between the two countries, there have
been indications that China was caught flat-footed by Russian President Vladimir
Putin’s announcement of military action.

Minutes after the declaration, Chinese representative to the United Nations Zhang
Jun told a Security Council meeting: “We believe that the door to a peaceful solution
to the Ukraine situation is not fully shut, nor should it be.”

Yun Sun, director of the China Program at the Stimson Center, noted Tuesday that the
Chinese policy community appeared to be in “shock” at the sudden escalation of
fighting after having “subscribed to the theory that Putin was only posturing and that
U.S. intelligence was inaccurate as in the case of invading Iraq.”

For instance, in an interview on Tuesday, Ma Bin, a Russia expert at Fudan
University in Shanghai, told the Chinese publication Yicai that the ball was in
Ukraine’s court and “there would not be a war” because Russia still preferred a
diplomatic resolution.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/02/01/china-russia-ukraine/
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That same day, when China warned its nationals in Ukraine about a worsening
situation, it did not tell them to leave the country. On Thursday, with explosions going
off nearby, many of the 6,000 Chinese passport holders in the country took to
microblog Weibo to call for help.

“When can China evacuate?” asked a user with the handle LumpyCut. “We are in
Kyiv near the airport. I just heard three enormous bombings and can estimate the size
of the mushroom clouds by sight.”

The Chinese Embassy responded to the outcry with a statement urging everyone to
stay put and not to panic as well as suggesting that anyone traveling long distances
by car place a Chinese flag in an obvious place on the vehicle’s body. It did not
mention evacuation plans.

In recent weeks, Chinese experts have argued that de-escalation was possible even as
they adopted Russia’s view of the conflict. Wang Yiwei, director of the Center for
European Studies at Renmin University, wrote in late January that only the actions of
Ukraine or the United States could bring about a war, but because the former lacked
“gall” and the latter lacked strength for a direct conflict with Russia, tensions could
be dispelled.

In an interview on Thursday, Wang defended his prediction as being primarily about
the possibility of a direct conflict between the United States and Russia, not fighting
in eastern Ukraine.

While he said China always supports the principle of protecting national sovereignty,
“there are some countries that are being used by external forces as a tool to harm the
territorial integrity of other nations.” He added, “Lots of people in China say that
Ukraine did not manage the balance between powers and that passive approach led
to Russia taking this extreme measure.”

In the run-up to Putin’s announcement, China continued to blame the United States
and NATO for being instigators of the conflict, brushing aside warnings from the
White House about the Kremlin’s intention to invade.

“A key question here is what role the U.S., the culprit of current tensions surrounding
Ukraine, has played,” Hua, the Foreign Ministry spokesperson, said Wednesday. “If
someone keeps pouring oil on the flame while accusing others of not doing their best
to put out the fire, such kind of behavior is clearly irresponsible and immoral.”

Hua also rejected suggestions that China might adhere to U.S.-led sanctions against
Russia, pointing to China’s long-held stance against the use of sanctions adopted
outside of United Nations deliberations.

But China’s support for Russia has also stopped short of direct approval for military
action. Over the weekend, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi reiterated that all
countries sovereignty must be respected, adding that “Ukraine is not an exception.”



Such hesitation comes, however, during a time of growing strategic alignment
between Moscow and Beijing, built primarily on shared disdain for the United States
and the Western-led world order.

Hawkish commentators in China were quick to explain Putin’s attack on Thursday as
the result of provocation from the United States. “That the situation came to today’s
step is due to spiraling escalation,” Fu Qianshao, a military commentator, told the
nationalist Shanghai Observer. “Russia had already said many times that it would
withdraw troops, but America always promoted an atmosphere of conflict.”

(Lyric Li in Seoul and Pei Lin Wu and Vic Chiang in Taipei contributed to this
report.)

The 'other war' happening right under Joe Biden's nose
Bernard Goldberg (Opinion contributor) - The Hill

UPI Photo

Joe Biden wants us to believe that things aren't as bad as we think they are, that we
don't appreciate all the good things that he has done for us. But as Maureen Dowd
recently put it in her New York Times column, "Exhausted, confused, isolated and
depressed Americans are not buying the Democratic line that things are better than
they look."

But it's not only Republicans who aren't buying the fairy tale about how wonderful we
have it now that Biden is president. There's a revolt going on inside the tent, among
Democrats themselves. I mean, when you lose a committed lefty such as Bill Maher -
who's riled up over what he has called the "insane excesses of the left" - it's time to
wake up and take notice.

And plenty of Americans have taken notice. The party is losing adherents - and
despite what the president's handlers are telling him, hitting their message harder
won't solve the problem. The problem is the message itself.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10224451/Be-brave-Come-Bill-Maher-challenges-AOC-appear-HBO-show.html
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Who exactly do Democrats still represent these days, besides people living in big
cities and some suburbs, or hanging out in Ivy League faculty lounges? Blue-collar
white voters abandoned the party a long time ago, thanks to Ronald Reagan.

Now even some working-class Blacks and Latinos are cozying up to the GOP.
Democrats certainly don't represent a vast majority of the folks who live in "flyover
country.” An Associated Press headline didn't pull any punches: "'The brand is so
toxic': Dems fear extinction in rural U.S."

Biden, a pol all his adult life, surely knows that Americans have had enough of
inflation, of COVID, of masks, of crime, of undocumented immigrants on our southern
border, and of the woke, progressive educational establishment looking down their
elite noses at parents who want a say in what their kids are being taught in school.

But he also knows that voters aren't going to blame his party's favorite bogeyman for
all of that. Pinning the tail on Donald Trump has gotten old. They're going to blame
the guy currently sitting in the Oval Office. That's how politics works.

Never underestimate the power of likability - or unlikability. And right now, many
Democrats have very little of the former and a lot of the latter. It's why the political
apocalypse is heading their way, with an arrival date of Tuesday, Nov. 8, 2022.

People just don't feel good about things in general. More than 60 percent of
Americans think we're on the wrong track - several polls have that number at over 70
percent. Democrats don't need better marketing. They need better ideas and a leader
who can articulate them without reading notes.

Americans are rightly concerned about the surge in crime in cities across America.
And they notice when Biden talks about "gun violence," as if guns have a mind of
their own and decide to go out and commit crimes, but is less enthusiastic when it
comes to talking about actual criminals.

He wasn't always that way. This is from a New York Times story from 2019: "In 1993,
he warned of 'predators on our streets.' And in a 1994 Senate floor speech, he likened
himself to another Republican president: 'Every time Richard Nixon, when he was
running in 1972, would say, 'Law and order,' the Democratic match or response was,
'Law and order with justice' - whatever that meant. And I would say, 'Lock the S.O.B.s
up.'”

That was the old "law-and-order" Joe Biden. The new Joe Biden has been taken
captive by the progressive wing of his party - and progressives don't like talking about
crime, unless the alleged crime has Donald Trump's name attached to it.

The new Joe Biden seems afraid to offend progressives who believe that criminals are
the real victims - victims of poverty and racism and all sorts of inequities. So, he
doesn't take on his party's progressive district attorneys who don't especially like
prosecuting what normal people consider serious crimes.

At least one of them, Chesa Boudin in San Francisco, faces a recall election this year,
and George Gascón in Los Angeles may face a recall vote, too (after an earlier one
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failed to get enough signatures to meet the filing deadline). Take note, Mr. President:
This is happening in overwhelmingly liberal, Democratic cities.

Nor does Biden take on the dangerous idea, concocted by left-wing Democrats, of
no-cash-bail laws that allow even violent criminals to go back on the streets before
the ink is dry on their arrest paperwork. Many of them immediately go back to what
they know best: committing violent crimes.

People also notice that the president shows more concern for the sanctity of the
Ukrainian border than he does for the sanctity of America's southern border.

And they notice that he won't take on his benefactors at the teachers' unions, who had
enough clout with the Democratic Party to shut down schools during the pandemic
and still want kids to wear masks while they're in the classroom.

Last November, a revolution came to life in Virginia, a rebellion by parents who
wanted a say into what their kids were being taught in school, mainly about race. So,
they dumped the former Democratic governor, Terry McAuliffe - who actually said: "I
don't think parents should be telling schools what they should teach" - and elected a
newcomer to politics, Republican Glenn Youngkin, who spoke up for parents' rights.

Then the rebellion moved West, to San Francisco, a city so blue that you'd have a
better chance of winning the lottery two weeks in a row than bumping into a
registered Republican.

Fed up with a school board that put its woke ideology over the interests of the kids,
voters overwhelmingly tossed out three progressive board members for obsessing
over supposedly racist names such as George Washington and Abraham Lincoln on
the city's public schools. They spent months peddling their nonsense and all the while,
during the pandemic, they kept the city's public schools shut down. Parents had had
enough.

And while the parental revolt may have begun in Virginia before moving on to San
Francisco, odds are it won't stop there. The idea of a parents' rebellion moving from
city to city must be frightening to Democrats; it should be.

So, here's a bulletin for Joe Biden and his party: The more they allow themselves to
be defined by their progressive wing, the more trouble the Democratic Party will be
in with voters across America.

Biden has a choice: Go to war with his party's progressives now or wait until
Democrats get their heads handed to them in November. One way or another, the civil
war is on. And disgruntled, old-school Democratic voters are on the front line. Biden
may want to catch up with them. After all, he's supposed to be their leader.
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